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 Background: The Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS) is an industrial process using metal 

catalysts allows the conversion of the syngas (CO + H2) to mixture of hydrocarbons 
such as naphta, light olefins, alcohols, diesel and other substances. Objective: The 

purpose of this study was to investigate the role of key parameters of co-precipitation 

procedure in synthesis of unsupported Fe-Co-Ni ternary catalysts, including the ageing 
time; temperature and pH of the precipitation as well as their effects on the 

morphology, structure and catalytic performance of samples. Results: The catalyst 

containing a molar ratio of Fe: Co: Ni= 1:1:1 aged for 1 h, precipitated at 70 °C, pH of 
9.3 performed optimally for the conversion of synthesis gas to light olefins specially 

ethylene and propylene in a fixed bed micro-reactor. Conclusion: Ageing time, 
precipitation temperature and pH were identified to be important variables influencing, 

the performance, morphology and structure of the precursors and calcined catalysts in 

CO hydrogenation via FTS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Conversion of natural gas, coal and biomass to high quality liquid fuels via Fischer–Tropsch synthesis 

(FTS) is an economically and technically viable option, since the world’s proven reserves of natural gas, coal 

and biomass exceed those of crude oil and this technology is cost effective at present and projected prices of oil 

[1, 2]. Although all group (VIII) metals [3] show some activity in C ̶ C coupling reaction during process of CO 

hydrogenation but the most active and famous metals for FTS are ruthenium, iron, cobalt and nickel [4-7]. Iron 

based catalysts have been used in industrial processes because to their low cost and high activity for water gas 

shift (WGS) reaction, which make them useful for CO- rich syngas feed [8]. The cobalt-based catalysts record 

higher yields and long life times, producing mainly linear alkanes and heavy hydrocarbons, due to low water gas 

shift activity [9]. Ni has a trend to produce high amounts of methane as by-product [10] and Ni illustrates 

various catalytic behavior, hence the molecular weight of the resulting hydrocarbons is less for Ni than Fe and 

Co catalysts [11]. It has been reported in the many writing that the mixing of metal components demonstrates a 

great effect on the activity and selectivity of catalysts due to the possible electronic interaction between metal 

species [12-14]. Consequently; in recent years, researchers have considered three metals catalytic systems [15-

17]. The main objectives of the present work are the investigation of the effects of preparation variables such as 

ageing time, precipitation pH and temperature on the morphology, structure and catalytic performance of Fe–

Co–Ni ternary catalysts for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis. The catalysts investigations were carried out using 

different instruments including XRD, SEM, EDS, TGA, DSC and BET. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Catalyst preparation: 

 The unsupported iron–cobalt–nickel catalysts were prepared with this procedure: Nitrate salts manufactured 

by Merck dissolved in deionized water and obtained aqueous solutions of Co(NO3)2.6H2O, 2 M (99%), Fe 

(NO3)3.9H2O, 2 M (99%) and Ni (NO3)2.6H2O, 2 M (99%) with the 1:1:1 (Fe/Co/Ni) molar ratios were 

premixed. Afterwards the solution was heated to 70 °C in a round bottomed flask fitted with a condensor. 
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Increasing of the alkalinity was performed by adding drop-wise aqueous solution of alkaline salt of Na2CO3, 2 

M (99% Merck) to the mixed nitrate solution with continuous stirring whenever the temperature was maintained 

at 70
 
°C until pH 9.3 ±0.1 was achieved. The unaged suspension was filtered and then washed several times with 

double distilled water until no further Na
+
 [18], was observed in the washings, while tested by flame atomic 

adsorption spectrometer. The obtained precipitate was dried in an oven at 120
 
°C for 12 h to give a material 

denoted as the precursor, which was subsequently calcined under air atmosphere at 550 °C for 6 h in an 

electrical furnace. We decided to study the effect of a range of preparation variables, including the ageing time, 

temperature and pH of the precipitation solution, therefore we prepared 1
st
 series catalysts (pH=9.3±1, T=70

 
°C) 

with a range of ageing time between 0 h (unaged) and 3 h for the precipitate. The optimal ageing time observed 

at 1 h. The 2
nd

 series catalysts prepared (pH=9.3±1, optimal ageing time=1 h) with a range of temperatures from 

60 to 90
 
°C. The optimal temperature observed at 70

 
°C. The 3

rd
 series catalysts prepared by co-precipitation 

method (optimal temperature= 70
 
°C, optimal ageing time= 1 h) with a range of precipitation pH from 7.3 to 

10.3. 

 

Catalyst characterization: 

X-ray diffraction (XRD): 

 Powder XRD evaluations were conducted using a D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Germany). 

The powder sample scans were taken with a 2  step size of 0.02 and a counting time of 1.0 s using a Cu Kα 

radiation source (at 40 kV and 30 mA).The powder specimens for XRD instrument were prepared by 

compaction into a glass-backed aluminum sample holder. All of data was collected over a 2  range from 5
 
° to 

100
 
°. 

 

BET measurements: 

 The Brunauere- Emmette- Teller (BET) automated system instrument made in USA measured surface 

areas, pore volumes and average pore sizes of the precursors, fresh and used calcined catalysts by N2 

physisorption using Quanta chrome Nova 2000. Each sample was degassed under nitrogen atmosphere at 300 

°C for 4 h that was evacuated at ˗196 °C for 66 min. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS): 

 The morphology of the precursors, fresh and used calcined catalysts was observed by means of a 

Cambridge S-360 scanning electron microscope instrument made in UK. The SEM instrument is operating at 20 

kV and the system is coupled to an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). For avoiding from charging 

problems, all of samples were coated with gold/ palladium for 80 s in 20 s intervals before the measurements. 

 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) & Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC): 

 The weight losses of precursors were measured using TGA / DSC simultaneous thermal analyzer 

instruments made in England (STA 1500+, Rheometric Scientific Company). The apparatus operates under a 

flow of dry air and the temperature was raised from room temperature to 700 °C using a linear programmer at a 

heating rate of 20 °C per minute. The weight of tested samples was between 10 and 20 mg. 

 

Catalyst testing: 

 The CO hydrogenation reaction was conducted in a 2 cm diameter tubular fixed bed micro-reactor with a 

composite catalyst of 1 g. The catalyst was diluted with quartz wool for heat dissipation during CO 

hydrogenation process. The reaction tube was placed in a furnace equipped with temperature controller (JUMO 

IMAGO 500 Co.). Prior to the reaction, the catalysis was activated in situ using H2 (30 ml/min) and N2 (30 

ml/min) gas mixture at 400 °C for 2 h. After reduction, purified H2, CO and N2 gas were fed into the reactor. 

The flow rates of H2, CO and N2 were controlled by three mass flow controllers (BROOKS 5850E). It was 

possible to divert the feed mixture entering or the products leaving the reactor to the GC for analysis. The feed 

and product gases were analyzed for CO and C hydrocarbons by an on-line GC model UNICAM Pro GC + 

(THERMO ONIX Co.) 

 The results are given in terms of CO conversion and selectivity of desired products. The CO conversion (%) 

is calculated according to the normalization method: 

CO conversion (%) 100
CO of Moles

CO of MolesCO of Moles

in

outin 


  (1) 

 The selectivity (%) toward the desired components, consist of ethylene and propylene on carbon-basis are 

calculated according to the same principle: 

Selectivity of j product (%) 100
CO converted of moles

product in carbon  of moles


j
 (2) 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Effect of preparation conditions: 

 The effect of a range of iron cobalt nickel nanocatalysts preparation variables at the precursor stage of these 

substances has been investigated. Subsequently, the structural and morphological effects on the activity of the 

final calcined ternary catalysts were studied and the optimum preparation conditions were identified with 

respect to the catalytic activity of synthesis gas (CO+H2) to light olefins (ethylene, propylene). 

 

Effect of ageing time: 

 Many researchers illustrated the effect of ageing time on the catalytic activity for hydrogenation of CO by 

bimetallic oxides including of Co- Mn, Co- Ce and Co-Fe [19- 21]. Their results have demonstrated that the 

ageing of the precipitate obtained by co-precipitaion procedure leads to phase changes toward 

thermodynamically stable forms. In the present work, we studied the effect of catalyst ageing time on the 

performance of iron-cobalt-nickel oxide catalysts for the CO hydrogenation. 1
st
 series of mixed iron cobalt 

nickel oxide (Fe:Co:Ni=1:1:1) catalysts were prepared with a range of ageing times between 0 h (unaged) and 3 

h for the precipitate (pH and temperature are constant). The ternary catalysts were calcined at 550 °C for 6 h in 

an electrical furnace and the obtained calcined catalysts were tested for hydrogenation of CO. The effect of 

ageing time on the catalytic performance is shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Effect of different ageing times on the catalytic performance. 

1st series 
Ageing time (h) 

0 1 2 3 

CO conversation (%) 9.33 49.65 57.43 71.78 

Methane selectivity (%) 13.01 20.03 36.19 14.94 

Ethylene selectivity (%) 3.85 11.19 0.36 0.6 

Propylene selectivity (%) 4.01 10.54 0.19 0.62 

 

 These results showed that there is considerable variation with the catalytic performance with respect to 

ageing time. The sample aged for 1 h gave the optimal catalytic performance (selectivity of desired products, 

ethylene and propylene) for FTS, moreover CO conversion percentage is increased with increasing of ageing 

time. Therefore, ageing time is a parameter of crucial importance in the preparation of active mixed iron-cobalt-

nickel catalysts for CO hydrogenation. The iron-cobalt-nickel catalyst precursors which were prepared using co-

precipitation procedure in different ageing time were characterized by XRD. The unaged precursor was found to 

be amorphous and observed phases were: Fe6(OH)12(CO3) (hexagonal), (Ni6.1Co2.9)(OH)18.3(CO3)1.3 (hexagonal). 

The precursor with ageing time of 2 h showed phases consist of  C2H10Ni3O (hexagonal), Co5O9H8NO3 

(hexagonal), still there are other phases with small crystallite size which broaden the observed peaks which are 

difficult to be detected. In precursor with ageing time of 3 h iron hydroxy carbonate phase [Fe6 (OH)12(CO3)] 

with hexagonal structure was identified by X-ray diffraction. Finally, in precursor with optimal ageing time of 1 

h, nickel hydroxide methoxide [Ni(OH)0.66(OCH3)0.33] and cobalt nitrate hydroxide [Co5(O9.48H8.52)NO3] phases 

with hexagonal structure was identified with XRD, the arrival of these two crucial phases leads to more catalytic 

activity of catalyst for CO hydrogenation. The actual phases identified in these calcined catalysts under the 

specified preparation conditions were Fe2O3 (rhombohedral), Co3O4 (cubic), Fe3O4 (cubic), Ni2O3 (hexagonal), 

CoFe2O4 (face- centered cubic) and NiO (cubic), γ-Fe2O3 (cubic). Specially, in the calcined catalyst with optimal 

ageing time of 1 h, these oxidic phases Co3O4 (cubic), γ-Fe2O3 (cubic), NiO (face-centered cubic) and CoFe2O4 

(face-centered cubic) were identified. Characterization of both precursors and calcined catalysts (fresh and used) 

was carried out using BET specific surface area measurement and the obtained results are presented in Table 2.  

 
Table 2: Specific surface area (m2/g) results in ageing times. 

Calcined catalyst(after reaction) Calcined(before reaction) Precursor Aging time(h) 
45.87 

50.58 

51.31 
49.75 

117.69 

121.54 

123.78 
126.53 

47.31 

52.34 

55.11 
53. 67 

0 

1 

2 
3 

 

 In general, the BET results showed that the precursors and calcined catalysts (fresh and used) derived from 

these precursors have different specific surface area as well as the fresh calcined catalyst have a higher specific 

surface area than their precursor samples, this is due to the removal of water of crystallization and phase 

transformation of carbonate and nitrate is caused by high temperature calcination. The catalyst with ageing time 

of 1 h has a high specific surface area (121.54 m
2
/g).  

 

Effect of precipitation temperature: 

 2
nd

 series of mixed iron-cobalt-nickel oxide catalysts were prepared by co-precipitation procedure 

(Fe:Co:Ni=1:1:1, pH=9.3, 1 h ageing time) with a range of solution temperatures from 60 to 90 °C. The catalytic 
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performance of these series catalysts for the conversion of syngas (CO+H2) to light olefins was studied with the 

substances following calcination (550 °C, 6 h and air atmosphere). The conversion of CO (%) and light olefin 

selectivity (%) for the Fe-Co-Ni oxide catalysts with different solution temperatures in reaction conditions (p=1 

atm, T=400 °C, H2/CO=1/1) are shown in Table 3 

 
Table 3: Effect of different precipitation temperatures on the catalytic performance. 

2nd series 
Temperature (°C) 

60 70 80 90 

CO conversation (%) 76.99 49.65 79.46 75.58 

Methane selectivity (%) 15.34 20.03 13.35 16.46 

Ethylene selectivity (%) 0.28 11.19 0.25 0.22 

Propylene selectivity (%) 0.21 10.54 0.18 0.3 

 

 The results showed that the CO conversion and selectivity percentage were changed with the change of 

precipitation temperature and 70 °C is identified to be optimal precipitation temperature for preparation of the 

catalyst. The catalyst with precipitation temperature of 70 °C has a high selectivity of desired products. 

Characterization of these catalyst and precursors was carried out using XRD and all of precursors were found to 

be amorphous, as well as  the actual phases identified in the fresh calcined catalysts prepared at different 

temperatures (60, 70, 80 and 90 °C) were NiO (cubic), Fe3O4 (rhombohedral) and NiCo2O4 (cubic). The 

characterization of both precursors and calcined catalysts (fresh and used after the test) with different 

precipitation temperatures was performed using BET specific surface area measurements and the results are 

listed in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Specific surface area (m2/g) in precipitation temperatures. 

Calcined catalyst(after reaction) Calcined(before reaction) Precursor T(°C) 

43.27 
50.58 

48.24 

39.37 

114.78 
121.54 

119.42 

113.17 

44.76 
52.34 

51.61 

49.63 

60 
70 

80 

90 

 

 According to the results, the ternary catalysts prepared at different temperatures have different specific 

surface areas and the fresh calcined catalysts have higher specific surface area than their precursor catalysts. 

Also, from the BET results identified that the precipitation temperature affects the specific surface areas of 

precursor and calcined catalysts. The calcined catalysts prepared at different range of precipitation temperatures 

from 60°C to 90 °C have various specific surface areas and maximum specific surface area was observed at T = 

70 °C. When the specific surface area of the catalyst is increased, the available active sites of the catalyst for 

reaction also increased [22]. This may be one reason for the improved performance of the iron-cobalt-nickel 

catalyst at temperature of 70 °C. 

 

Effect of precipitation pH: 

 3
rd

 series of mixed iron-cobalt-nickel oxide catalysts were prepared by co-precipitation procedure 

(Fe:Co:Ni= 1:1:1, T=70 °C, 1 h ageing time) with a range of precipitation pH from 7.3 to 9.3. The catalytic 

performance of these series catalysts for the conversion of syngas (CO+H2) to light olefins was studied with the 

substances following calcination (550 °C, 6 h and air atmosphere). The effect of precipitation pH on the 

catalytic performance of iron-cobalt-nickel catalysts is shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5: Effect of different precipitation temperatures on the catalytic performance. 

3rd series 
Precipitation pH 

7.3 8.3 9.3 10.3 

CO conversation (%) 79.34 72.45 49.65 78.71 

Methane selectivity (%) 14.38 28.85 20.03 13.75 

Ethylene selectivity (%) 0.28 0.31 11.19 0.53 

Propylene selectivity (%) 0.21 0 10.54 0.53 

 

 The sample prepared at pH=9.3 gives the maximum activity for CO conversion. Characterization of both 

precursor and calcined catalyst (before and after test) at pH=9.3 was performed using X-ray diffraction. The 

precursor was found to be well crystalline, consist of nickel hydroxide methoxide and cobalt nitrate hydroxide 

phases. The Fe-Co-Ni fresh calcined catalyst comprises different oxidic phases including Co3O4 (cubic), 

CoFe2O4 (face-centered cubic), NiO (face-centered cubic) and γ-Fe2O3 (cubic) also, it is obvious that during 

calcination different hydroxide, carbonate and nitrate phase leads to oxidic phases. The used calcined catalyst 

(after the test) was characterized using XRD and different phases including FeNi3 (Cubic), C (face-centered 

cubic), Co (face-centered cubic), C0.055 Fe1.945 (tetragonal), Fe2O3 (tetragonal), (CoFe2)O4 (Hexagonal) were 

identified in this tested catalyst. The determination of specific surface areas for all precursors and calcined (fresh 
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and used) catalysts at different precipitation pH (7.3, 8.3, 9.3 and 10.3) is performed by BET technique and the 

results are presented in Table 6. 

 
Table 6: Specific surface area (m2/g) in precipitation pH. 

Calcined catalyst(after reaction) Calcined (before reaction) Precursor pH 

33.87 

44.06 
50.58 

48.29 

111.68 

116.33 
121.54 

119.09 

39.76 

46.27 
52.34 

53. 82 

7.3 

8.3 
9.3 

10.3 

 

 The similar trend is observed in this table and all fresh calcined catalysts showed higher specific surface are 

than their precursors also, the precipitation pH affects the specific surface areas of precursor and calcined 

catalysts. 

 Mirzaei et al. [19] results have been shown that the ageing time and [Fe]/[Co] molar ratio are important in 

controlling the catalytic activity and the catalyst containing 40% Fe/60% Co, on molar basis, prepared using co-

precipitation, supported by 15 wt.% SiO2, promoted by 1.5 wt.% potassium based on the total catalyst weight 

and aged for 2 h, appears to be the optimum amounts for modifying of catalyst and gave the highest catalytic 

performance for the conversion of synthesis gas to ethylene and propylene. This catalyst was also highly stable 

and had retained its activity and selectivity for 72 h. Also, Mirzaei et al. [20] investigated cobalt manganese 

catalysts and reported that preparation conditions for optimum catalytic performance are 1/6 [Co]/[Mn] ratio at 

pH 10 and 70 °C for 0.5 h ageing time, followed by calcination at 500 °C for 24 h. 

 

Characterization of Fe-Co-Ni catalysts in optimal preparation: 

TGA/DSC Analysis: 

 The Fe-Co-Ni precursor prepared in optimal preparation conditions (ageing time= 1 h, T=70 °C, pH= 9.3) 

was characterized using thermal analysis techniques such as thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC). The TGA/DSC results for this precursor are shown in Figure 1a. 

 TGA was used to measure the weight losses as the temperature of the sample is increased. A gradual weight 

loss upon heating to about 500 °C was observed and above this temperature there is no weight loss significantly. 

During the period of the weight loss, the endothermic process is in compliance with the gradual loss of water. 

The first stage of weight losses are observed in the temperature ranges of 60 to 90 °C and is due to evaporation 

of water molecules physically adsorbed on the precursor structure. The second stage of weight losses as a result 

of temperature increase are observed in the temperature ranges of 120 to 200 °C. This is because to the 

decomposition of hydroxy and basic nitrate phases in precursor structure, which contributes to the production of 

water and nitrogen oxides simultaneously. The third stage of weight losses as a result of temperature increase 

are observed as small weight loss surrounding temperature 250 °C as well as the temperature ranges of 350 to 

500 °C, are because to the decomposition of hydroxy, or basic carbonate phases in precursor structure. The 

decomposition of sample at these temperature regions produces water and carbon dioxide concurrently. 

 In the following analysis, the precursor prepared in optimal preparation conditions was characterized using 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to determine the enthalpies of changes in physical state, i.e., transition 

from one crystalline phase to another. The DSC results showed three main changes in compliance with TGA 

results. The DSC curve for precursor in optimal preparation conditions is shown in Figure 1b. The DSC diagram 

of this precursor represents a small peak at around 90 °C implies to the removal of the physically adsorbed 

water and two endothermic peaks at around 120 and 200 °C which are because to the various endothermic 

transitions, i.e., the decomposition of hydroxy or basic nitrate phases. The peak surrounding temperature 250 °C 

and around 350–500 °C that implies to the losses of chemically bound water and the decomposition of nickel 

methoxides which all results are in agreement with XRD pattern.  

 

XRD Analysis: 

 The Fe-Co-Ni catalysts prepared in optimal preparation conditions (ageing time= 1 h, T=70 °C, pH= 9.3) 

was characterized using XRD. The XRD patterns for precursor, fresh calcined and used calcined (a) in optimal 

preparation conditions are shown in Figure 2. 

 The XRD results showed that the precursor sample is comprised of two phases including 

[Ni(OH)0.66(OCH3)0.33] and [Co5(O9.48H8.52)NO3] phases with hexagonal structure. The phases identified in the 

fresh calcined catalyst before the test, were these oxidic phases Co3O4(cubic), γ-Fe2O3(cubic), NiO (face-

centered cubic) and CoFe2O4 (face-centered cubic). These results emphasize that during calcination, the 

hydroxy, basic carbonate and basic nitrate phases are converted to oxidic phases. In order to identify the changes 

in calcined catalyst which may have occurred during reaction, the catalysts after the test was also characterized 

by XRD and the results showed that used calcined (a); after test in optimal preparation conditions is comprised 

of FeNi3 (Cubic), C (face-centered cubic), Co (face-centered cubic), C0.055 Fe1.945 (tetragonal), Fe2O3 (tetragonal) 
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and (CoFe2)O4 (Hexagonal). According to the results, in samples after testing carbide, metal and oxidic phases 

are observed that implies to their role on the catalytic performance of Fe-Co-Ni in CO hydrogenation. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: TGA (a) and DSC (b) curves for the Fe-Co-Ni precursor in optimal preparation conditions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The XRD patterns of Fe-Co-Ni catalysts for precursor, fresh calcined, used calcined in optimal 

preparation conditions. 

 

SEM Analysis: 

 The Fe-Co-Ni catalysts prepared in optimal preparation conditions (ageing time= 1 h, T=70 °C, pH= 9.3) 

was characterized using SEM. The SEM images for precursor (a), fresh calcined (b), after test in optimal 

preparation conditions (c) is shown in Figure 3. 

 As can be observed, there are vast differences between morphology of these nano sized catalysts. The 

electron micrograph of the (Figure 3a) shows that it is comprised of high dense agglomerates of irregularly 

shaped grains with an inhomogeneous morphology which these integrated bulks refers to existence of water of 

crystallization in precursor that is in agreement with TGA/DSC diagram also in agreement with hydroxy and 

methoxy phases are observed in XRD pattern. After calcination (Figure 3b), the agglomeration is greatly 

reduced and now, it is comprised of a more homogenous morphology with small grains and low amount of 

voluminous bulks, these observations refers to removal of water of crystallization and creating oxidic phase in 

compliance with XRD pattern (Figure 2) as well as creating small particles with high specific areas in 

compliance with Table 6.  

 After FTS chemical reaction (Figure 3c) what happened for the nanocatalyst texture and its morphology is 

agglomeration of grains, which is because to sintering, carbon deposition or phase transformation after the 

reactions likewise, the agglomeration of particles leads to reducing of specific surface areas in agreement with 

Table 6. 

 
 

Fig. 3: The SEM images of Fe-Co-Ni catalysts in (a) precursor, (b) fresh calcined, (c) after test in optimal 

preparation conditions. 
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EDS Analysis: 

 The Fe-Co-Ni catalysts prepared in optimal preparation conditions (ageing time= 1 h, T=70 °C, pH= 9.3) 

was characterized using EDS. The EDS spectrums and EDS data for precursor (a), fresh calcined (b), after test 

in optimal preparation conditions (c) are shown respectively in Table 7. 

 As can be seen (Table 7), the EDS spectrum of the precursor showed the presence of N, C, O, Fe, Co and 

Ni, which implies that the precursor is comprised of hydroxide, nitrate and basic carbonate iron, cobalt and 

nickel. This result is in compliance with the XRD data (Figure 2) and confirms the existence of different 

hydroxide, nitrate and methoxide phases in precursor catalyst.  

 The EDS spectrum of the fresh calcined catalyst showed the existence of O, Fe, Co and Ni, which implies 

to creating of oxidic phases of iron, cobalt and nickel. This is in agreement with the X-ray diffraction data 

(Figure 2) which showed the presence of different oxidic phases of iron, cobalt and nickel. 

 
Table 7: EDS data of Fe-Co-Ni catalyst in precursor, fresh calcined, used calcined after the test in optimal preparation conditions. 

Atomic % Weight % Elements Catalyst 

1.63 

23.68 

55.96 

6.11 

6.38 

6.23 

1.85 

12.34 

38.83 

15.63 

15.45 

15.87 

N 

C 

O 

Fe 

Co 

Ni 

Precursor 
 

 

 
 

61.05 
13.52 

13.37 
12.06 

26.06 
25.10 

23.54 
22.31 

O 
Fe 

Co 
Ni 

Fresh calcined 
 

 

63.28 

10.91 

9.00 
8.72 

8.10 

32.35 

7.08 

21.52 
19.75 

19.30 

C 

O 

Fe 
Co 

Ni 

Used calcined 

 
 

 

 The EDS spectrum of the calcined catalysts after the test in optimal preparation conditions showed the 

presence of C, O, Fe, Co and Ni. Similarly, these results for the used calcined catalysts are in compliance with 

the XRD data (Figure 2) and implies to existence of carbidic, oxidic and metallic phases in the catalysts. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Many factors in the preparation of the ternary nanocatalyst during the co-precipitation procedure are 

important in controlling the performance of iron-cobalt-nickel mixed oxide catalysts for conversion of synthesis 

gas to light olefins specially, ethylene and propylene. In this work, we investigated the effect of ageing time, 

temperature and pH of precipitation over Fe-Co-Ni catalysts in a fixed bed stainless steel micro reactor. The iron 

cobalt nickel catalyst (Fe:Co:Ni: =1:1:1) prepared in optimal preparation conditions (ageing time=1 h, T=70 °C, 

pH=9.3) illustrated the maximum performance for CO hydrogenation via FTS. The characterization of 

precursors, fresh and used calcined catalysts using XRD, BET, SEM, EDS, TGA and DSC instruments, 

demonstrated that the samples are sensitive to the preparation. Ageing time, precipitation temperature and pH 

were identified to be important variables influencing, the morphology and structure of the precursors and 

calcined catalysts. 
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